
RACE BY RACE PREVIEWS: FAIRVIEW POLYTRACK@2020.08.14 
 
Fairview Polytrack, 14.08.2020, Race 1, Gallops, 1000m, Poly, R35.000, 11:40GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: ALL THE STARS is battling to win but is consistent and can contest the finish once 
again. CINNABAR showed improvement with Blinkers last time out and is clearly not out of it. CHAI and 
IZZY KLOTH both make their local debut andmust be given respect in this weak field. URBAN OASIS has 
a winning chance.SWEET SPRING is threatening to win a race and this could well be her time to shine. 
 
Selections: 
#9 Sweet Spring, #10 Rose Of Indya, #6 Urban Oasis, #3 Chai 
 
Fairview Polytrack, 14.08.2020, Race 2, Gallops, 2200m, Poly, R35.000, 12:10GMT+2 
 
Race Summary:  GHALYOON is battling to shed his maiden tag but can contest the finish once again. 
There is not between him and EDO FURIN in a couple of runs so his last run is best ignored and he 
should be right there at the finish. GABREL DE ROCHE is another in with a winning chance. ALL OUT 
and APPLE MAGIC both make their local debut and are clearly not out of it and deserve respect in this 
weak field. 
 
Selections: 
#5 All Out, #9 Apple Magic, #2 Edo Furin, #3 Gibral De Roche 
 
Fairview Polytrack, 14.08.2020, Race 3, Gallops, 1900m, Poly, R35.000, 12:40GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: LATERALS FLASH is returning from a break but does have a winning chance if 
returning fit and well. BIG MYTH is unreliable but could contest the finish.VIVA LE BLEU is holding form 
and should fight out the finish. DOUBLED OVER ran on well in her latest start and does have a winning 
chance. SHEZA ROCKSTAR showed improvement last time out and could do even better this time. 
 
Selections: 
#5 Doubled Over, #4 Viva Le Bleu, #2 Lateral's Flash, #3 Big Myth 
 
Fairview Polytrack, 14.08.2020, Race 4, Gallops, 1900m, Poly, R35.000, 13:10GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: An open looking race and IMPRESSIVE MASTER did well enough last time out tohave 
a winning chance. PHANTOM ROLLS may have just needed his last run and must be considered. 
BLACKBEARD and JURIST both need to do a bit more to win but could earn some money. AT THE 
OPERA, MIGHTY ROCK, SARK and ROYAL PURSUITall have a winning chance. 
 
Selections: 
#3 Phantom Rolls, #4 Blackbeard, #7 At The Opera, #10 Sark 
 
Fairview Polytrack, 14.08.2020, Race 5, Gallops, 1900m, Poly, R35.000, 13:50GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: PALO ALTO has won 5 of his last 6 starts and from pole position draw he hasto be 
respected but it will get tougher for him this time. FINLEY HILL usually gives of his best but may be in 
need of this run returning from a break.LORD MARSHALL did not show his best on the turf last time out 
but will do better on this surface. BARBERTON SILVER is improving and looking for a hat-trick of wins. 
ARANJUEZ has a place chance. 
 
Selections: 
#6 Barberton Silver, #1 Palo Alto, #8 Aranjuez, #5 Lord Marshal 
 
 
 



Fairview Polytrack, 14.08.2020, Race 6, Gallops, 1600m, Poly, R35.000, 14:25GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: TOLTEC drops in division but is giving weight away to all his rivals. He does deserve 
respect though. INDY ICE has been a disappointment of late but iscapable of doing better. Trainer Alan 
Greeff has a strong hand in this race. DUKE OF CARDS and DABULA both have a winning chance and 
must be consideredbut it could be stable companion MARMARA SEA who continues on his winning ways 
as he is unbeaten on this surface. 
 
Selections: 
#7 Marmara Sea, #6 Dubula, #1 Toltec, #8 On The Bayou 
 
Fairview Polytrack, 14.08.2020, Race 7, Gallops, 1600m, Poly, R35.000, 15:00GMT+2 
 
Race Summary:  MIO GRANDE is in good form and should get involved with the finish once again. 
MASTERFUL and SPIRIT OF SONG are both capable of doing better but it isthe other Gavin Smith 
trained runner, REACH FOR THE LINE who could be the right one in this line-up. THE PRIVATE and 
GEOFFREY PALACE could also earn some money in a race like this and deserve some respect. 
 
Selections: 
#6 Reach For The Line, #1 Mio Grande, #2 Masterful, #11 Easybyfar 
 
Fairview Polytrack, 14.08.2020, Race 8, Gallops, 1300m, Poly, R35.000, 15:35GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: BLUE DUCHESS was an unlucky loser of her latest start when slow away. If she gets a 
better start and is closer to the pace she can make amends for thatdefeat. SILVER FOUNTAIN is clearly 
better than her recent runs would suggest. ROYAL REWARD showed improvement last time out and her 
and her stable companion VALERIANA must be considered. NEVERLETUGO should be right there at 
thefinish once again. 
 
Selections: 
#1 Blue Duchess, #9 Neverletugo, #3 Silver Fountain, #6 Royal Reward 
 
Fairview Polytrack, 14.08.2020, Race 9, Gallops, 1000m, Poly, R35.000, 16:15GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: EXALTATION is unreliable but is also clearly not out of it. WANGAN MIDNIGHTdrops in 
class after trying his luck in 2 feature races so could be the upset material. VAR'S BOY makes his local 
debut and does have a winning chance.All of CIDER, TOO CUTE, BENEFICIARY, ROYAL PURSUIT and 
ANGEL BOUQUET are capable of running well in this lucky last race. 
 
Selections: 
#8 Royal Cavalier, #9 Angel Bouquet, #6 Too Cute, #5 Cider 
 
Best Win: #7 MARMARA SEA                          
Best Value Bet:                                         
Best Longshot: #6 REACH FOR THE LINE                   


